Burgundy, Germany & Piedmont

2021 German Grosse Gewächse & 2020 Pinot Noir
2021 Dry Whites
2021 is a cool vintage with wonderful energy and a smooth flowing quality, fresh as water from a glacier.
It has given excellent dry wines, precise and racy, perfectly reflecting their vineyard origins. They are
very transparent, each element clearly delineated by bright ripe acidity and fine stony minerality. The
fruit is vivid and green, with notes of citrus, apple and pear.
See more details about the 2021 vintage here.

2020 Reds
2020 is an exceptionally charming vintage: the reds are delicious and elegant, with relaxed flowing quality that is immediately appealing. They can be drunk young, but their balance and seamless integration
will ensure a long life. Visit after visit showed us accessible, melting wines that were a delight to try.

They are less extracted than the 2019s, but they are finer and more nuanced, and they have less alcohol
and smoother, riper acidity. Just because these wines are easy to drink doesn’t mean that they lack gravitas or complexity. They are perfectly in balance, each element clearly defined. There is abundant red
berry fruit, shading to blue and black, and all the wines have tremendous freshness.
See more details about the 2020 vintage here.

As ever, we will be visiting the auctions later this month, where the finest cuvées will be released. Please let us know if you are interested.
Please let us have your En Primeur requests by the 16th September 2022.
Prices are in bond London.
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BADEN
Weingut Holger Koch Bickensohl/Kaiserstuhl

Holger Koch and Gabriele Engesser
The Estate
Baden, and in particular the pretty range of hills known as the Kaiserstuhl (‘Emperor’s Chair’), is
the traditional seat of German Pinot Noir production. This is a volcanic outcrop on the Rhine
plain overlooking Alsace, with a mix of warm volcanic and stony loess soils; Holger Koch’s small
nine-hectare estate lies at its heart. On taking over from his parents in 1999, he immediately replanted with small-berried French clones from Alsace and Burgundy. If you are after fine, delicately structured and long-lived Pinot Noir, these are the wines for you.
The Vintage
2021 was cooler than the preceding three vintages, and yields were low thanks to a biting spring
frost and poor flowering. The remaining grapes produced excellent whites – full of crackling tension, pure fruit and satisfying density. 2020 saw a wet early spring with explosive vegetative
growth before the onset of a very dry summer. A troubled flowering season again reduced potential yields, but a spell of rain in August provided much needed water to refresh the vines. An early harvest gave good ripeness with no loss of elegance, and there is an appealing freshness to the
fruit: for Holger it is a lovely year for reds.
2021 Grauburgunder
Eichbuck [05 22]
12.5% abv
£78 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A special Howard Ripley cuvée. Small berries left for over
six months on the lees give a rich wine, tempered by a
judicious amount of skin contact, which provide energy and
definition, heightened by an appealing streak of lively citrus
acidity driving to a fresh juicy finish. Drink 2023 - 2029

2021 Chardonnay*** [11 22]
12.5% abv
£108 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Two elevated south-facing parcels freshened by stiff breezes
give small, concentrated berries from the Puligny clones
planted there. Low yields in 2021 ensured ripening even
in cool conditions, and the result is a brilliant, densely
woven, reductive Chardonnay, with rich creamy flavours, a
cool lean chalky minerality, and a bright pithy lemon/lime
finish. Drink 2023 - 2030
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BADEN
Weingut Holger Koch Bickensohl/Kaiserstuhl

2021 Chardonnay Reserve
[L03 22]
13% abv
£180 | Case of 6 - 75cl

In 2021 the oldest plot of Chardonnay yielded small berries
of such intensity and complexity that they were vinified separately for the first time. It was worth it! The wine is pale,
lean, very dense and a little reductive, with smooth restrained fruit, a melting silky minerality and a long dense
citrus-driven finish. Drink 2025 - 2032

Pinot Noir
Herrenstück [13 21]
13% abv
£90 | Case of 6 - 75cl

An elegant, vibrant wine, full of blueberry, morello cherry
and hints of blackcurrant, balanced by gentle tannins, an
appealing earthy minerality, with a fresh lifted finish.
Drink 2023 - 2028

Pinot Noir* [15 21]
13% abv
£126 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A warm, sheltered site in the Herrenstück vineyard gives a
rich, spicy wine with rounded silky fruit lifted by some
whole-bunch aromas, melting tannins and a racy vibrant
finish. Drink 2023 - 2031

Pinot Noir*** [16 21]
13% abv
£186 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£198 | Case of 3 - 150cl

An elevated, south-facing site in the Herrenstück so
exposed to the wind that although they benefit from long
hours of sunshine, the grapes are always last to ripen. The
result is very fresh, vibrant wine, bursting with energy and
drive, but the fruit is extraordinarily dense and spicy, full of
cherry, strawberry and herbal notes, and very long smooth
fine finish.
Drink 2026 - 2033 | Bottles
Drink 2029 - 2038 | Magnums

Pinot Noir Reserve
[L04/22]
13% abv
£228 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A brilliant wine – fresh, juicy and full of energy, full
of spicy, sour cherry fruit, very fine silky tannins and a
wild exuberance that carries it through to a long satisfying
finish. Drink 2029 - 2038

2018 Pinot Noir Reserve
Steinfelsen [L06 22]
13% abv
£312 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A late release of a single terraced plot in the Steinfelsen
vineyard with deep volcanic soils shot through with limestone, and the most elegant and distinctive in the line-up.
The wine is both rich and fresh, densely-woven and deep,
with sweet ripe fruit and fine smooth tannins. It is immediately appealing, but will reward cellaring.
Drink 2029 - 2038
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BADEN
Shelter Winery Kenzingen/Breisgau

Hans-Bert Espe and Silke Wolf
The Estate
Hans-Bert Espe and Silke Wolf are two Northerners who met while studying winemaking at Geisenheim and decided to found their own estate in 2003. They made their first wines in a bunker
on an abandoned Canadian airfield (hence the name) and have since built themselves a winery
based on the same design. They have vineyards with old vines in the villages of Kenzingen and
Malterdingen, and produce some of the best wines of the region.
Shelter is an estate just under the radar of greatness. The wines are understated, and need a couple of years in bottle to settle down – even the basic Spätburgunder. When they open up, they are
seductive, balanced and pure.
The Vintage
2020 was the last in a trio of hot vintages, with hardly any rain during the growing season. There
was little juice in the berries, and the wines are concentrated as a result. Hans-Bert shortened the
maceration time from six to four weeks to prevent too much tannin extraction and keep the
wines balanced. They are dense, but also very fresh and pure – an excellent year.

Spätburgunder [02 22]
13.5%
£60 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Perfumed red fruit shades to black as the wine opens up,
and the whole is smooth and rounded, the ripe flavours
held in check by fresh acidity and a little spice on the finish.
Very good value. Drink 2023 - 2028

Pinot Noir [03 22]
13.5%
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Made from small-berried vines planted in the 1980s with
around 40% new oak – a little less than in the past. Pure,
vibrant and fresh, it is full of melting raspberry fruit, silky
fine tannins and a very long juicy finish. A lovely seductive
wine. Drink 2025 - 2036
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BADEN
Shelter Winery Kenzingen/Breisgau

Pinot Noir N114 [04 22]
13.5%
£258 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Named after the bunker number on the Canadian airbase
where Hans-Bert and Silke made their first wines. The
smallest bunches from the oldest vines in their Nordweil
vineyard, planted in 1971, are harvested a little earlier and
vinified separately, producing just two barriques. The quality of the vineyards shines through: it is lighter than the
‘regular’ Pinot Noir, with more elegance and energy, leaning
to the ethereal, and with breathtaking intensity. There is a
dark core of black fruit with notes of morello cherry, Christmas spice, smooth chocolatey tannins and a fine long saline
finish. We thought the 2019 good. This is even better.
Drink 2026 - 2038
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BADEN
Peter Wagner Kaiserstuhl - Biodynamic

Wagner Family
The Estate
Peter Wagner bottled his first wines from half a hectare in 2016, and in a short time has become
one of the hottest growers in Baden, exporting all over the world – we were lucky to get in before
demand completely outstripped supply. His eight hectares of vineyards lie in the heart of the volcanic soils of the Kaiserstuhl, many in GG sites, and with plantings mainly of Pinot Noir he produces pure, finely crafted wines that are appealing young but promise a long life.
Peter is the fifth generation to run his family estate. He came with considerable experience. An
apprenticeship at a nearby estate and studies in Geisenheim were followed by stints in Sonoma
and New Zealand, culminating in six years as the winemaker at the famous Franz Keller estate, a
large operation of over forty hectares, which he left in 2017.
Helped by his father and his brother Lothar, a former Audi engineer, Peter converted to organic
viticulture two years ago, and will become biodynamic from next year. Rather like their neighbour Holger Koch twenty years ago, they have embarked on an extensive replanting program to
replace German clones with Burgundian ones.
His winemaking is minimalist, designed to maximise elegance and purity rather than extract
power. A short pre-fermentation maceration is followed by a fermentation with wild yeasts.
There is no punching down, only gentle pressing, very little new oak, long lees contact and no
fining or filtration. The results are breathtaking.
The Vintage
2020 was a warm, precocious year with little rain in the summer. The vines were saved from
drought stress by rain in August, and have produced ripe elegant wines.
- Whites 2021 Oberrotweil Chardonnay Grapes from a mixture of loess and volcanic soils give a
[04 22]
pure, zingy wine with clear lemony fruit, a hint of stony
12.5%
mineral and a smooth fresh finish. Drink 2023 - 2028
£102 | Case of 6 - 75cl
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BADEN
Peter Wagner Kaiserstuhl - Biodynamic
- Reds 2019 Spätburgunder vom Löss
[Los 0522]
13% abv
£60 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Early-picked grapes and mostly whole-bunch fermentation
give a bright, energetic wine with fresh sour cherry and
blackcurrant fruit, a hint of flint, and a long smooth finish.
Drink 2023 - 2028

Oberrotweil
Spätburgunder [06 22]
13% abv
£96 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Volcanic soils give a deeper, richer wine, with darker, more
pronounced tannins, though still silky and fine; there is also
perfumed juicy blackcurrant and black cherry fruit, and an
extended warm finish. Drink 2023 - 2029

Oberrotweil
Much older vines give great depth to this perfectly poised,
Spätburgunder alte Reben [07 energetic wine full of blue fruit and warm smoky flavours,
22]
supple tannins and a long juicy finish. Drink 2023 - 2031
13% abv
£126 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Henkenberg Spätburgunder
[08 22]
13% abv
£216 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Henkenberg is a south-facing vineyard classified as GG. It is
a windy site, with dark volcanic soils, and has produced an
exciting wine with lots of drive and great intensity, full of
blue fruit, lilac and fine rich tannins. A small amount of
new oak adds a dash of complexity. Drink 2025 - 2032

Eichberg Spätburgunder [10
22]
13% abv
£360 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Eichberg is an elevated south-facing site on the outskirts of Oberrotweil with rocky volcanic soils. It has produced a wine of astonishing finesse, complexity and depth,
with vibrant spicy red and black fruit, smooth suave tannins
and a long energetic finish. It is one of the best reds of the
vintage. Drink 2025 - 2032
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BADEN
Ziereisen Efringen-Kirchen/Markgräferland

Hanspeter and Edel Ziereisen
The Estate
Hanspeter Ziereisen is quick-thinking and full of energy, and his wines get better every year.
After a love affair with new oak early this century, he has tempered its use so that it subtly
supports, rather than dominates the wines. Based close to the Swiss and French borders just
north of Basel, he makes a selection of Pinot Noirs (and a host of other varietals) that offer both
purity and value.
His vineyards are on a south-facing slope overlooking Basel, the vines grow at an altitude
between 250 and 400 metres, and there is a constant breeze, allowing slower ripening. He used
to harvest early, but now waits a little longer for riper fruit, with structure and freshness coming
from a higher proportion of whole bunches.
He does not chaptalise, and uses 10 – 20% new wood across the range. The musts are handled
very gently, with very little punching down and little extraction, and the wines are breathtakingly
pure and long-lived.

The Vintage
From 2022, complicated EU rule changes have resulted in the Ziereisens abandoning the
‘Landwein’ category under which they sold their wines, and moving instead to ‘Deutscher Wein’.
Under this designation only certain grape varieties are permitted on the label, so many of their
wines are in the process of being rebranded. We have indicated where this applies.
The estate holds back wines longer than most, so this year we are offering a mix of 2017, 2018
and 2019.
- Whites -

2019 Steinkrügle
formerly Steingrüble Gutedel
11.5% abv
£72 | Case of 6 - 75cl

If your idea of Chasselas – as this grape is widely known –
is a cheap quaffer then this will show you the error of your
ways. Weighing in at just 11.5%, it is intense and pure, and
even in a warm vintage remains cool and fresh, bursting
with vibrant citrus and pithy mineral flavours.
Drink 2023 - 2028
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BADEN
Ziereisen Efringen-Kirchen/Markgräferland

- Whites 2019 Jaspis ‘Würmlin’
formerly Jaspis Grauburgunder
14% abv
£216 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Some skin contact has given an onion-skin colour, but the
tannins add structure and depth to the rich powerful fruit,
bright citrus acidity gives freshness, and there is a smooth,
lean salty mineral streak on the long, slightly bitter tropicaltinged finish. Nervy and delicious. Drink 2023 - 2030

2019 Jaspis ‘Nägelin’
formerly Jaspis Chardonnay
13.5% abv
£276 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Vines planted in 1958 and 1996 on pure limestone soils give
a smooth, ripe wine with rich apple fruit, zippy citrus flavours and a cool earthy minerality reminiscent of Chassagne, building to a long rich fresh finish.
Drink 2023 - 2030

2019 Jaspis Gutedel 10 hoch 4
12.5% abv
£486 | Case of 6 - 75cl

104 refers to the vine density. Originally planted in 1968,
Hans-Peter doubled the number of vines per hectare in the
oldest part of the Steingrüble vineyard in 2001 to get closer
to Burgundian models. The wine shows what Gutedel —
known as Chasselas across the border in Switzerland — can
do when challenged. This is a supremely fine wine in anyone’s book, up there with the best Burgundies, showing that
Gutedel is not only a superb reflector of terroir, but can also
produce extraordinary complexity and intensity. The 2019
is lean, pure and delightfully juicy. Overnight skin contact
after picking gives freshness, structure and a hint of bruised
apple, backed by bright citrus fruit, a dash of cream and a
minerality that grows more persistent as it glides to an infinitely long, smooth finish. One of Germany’s great white
wines. Drink 2025 - 2035

2014 Jaspis Gutedel 10 hoch 4
12% abv
£486 | Case of 6 - 75cl

We were generously allocated a tiny amount of 2014: the
wine has mellowed from this cooler vintage, and is smooth,
structured, fine and very long. Drink 2023 - 2025

- Reds 2018 Spätburgunder
13% abv
£54 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Fresh blueberry and morello cherry fruit is accompanied by
rich tannins and smooth ripe acidity, finishing clean and
long. Drink 2023 - 2029

2019 Tschuppen
Spätburgunder
13% abv
£60 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Not tasted.
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BADEN
Ziereisen Efringen-Kirchen/Markgräferland
2019 Talrain Spätburgunder
13% abv
£78 | Case of 6 - 75cl

From a vineyard high in the Black Forest near Kandern,
surrounded by dense woodland, with loam soils rich in iron
on a limestone base similar to that in Gevrey. The trees ensure that the vineyard is always cool, and Hanspeter was
excited to announce that his holdings will increase to almost six hectares there from 2023. 2019 was dry, but the
effects were felt less up here: and the wine is vibrant and
juicy, with smooth dense dark fruit, fine gentle tannins and
a long fresh energetic finish. Drink 2023 - 2030

2019 Schulen Spätburgunder
13% abv
£96 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The estate’s warmest site – but even in a vintage like 2019
the alcohol is kept in check. Light thin soils on a limestone
bedrock ensure low yields, and use of 40% whole-bunches
keeps the fruit lifted and fresh, full of ripe blue fruit, rounded tannins and lively acidity, finishing on a persistent saline
note. Drink 2023 - 2034

2019 Rhini
Spätburgunder
13.5% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A little iron in the clay soils gives a bloody edge to the perfumed floral fruit, full red berries, spice and freshness. The
tannins are richer and more pronounced, but will settle
with time, and the finish is pure and long.
Drink 2023 - 2036

2019 Jaspis ‘Zipsin’
Pinot Noir
formerly Jaspis Pinot Noir
13% abv
£180 | Case of 6 - 75cl

We’re back to limestone-rich soils, and it shows: the vines
are over fifty years old, and this pure wine, untroubled by
new wood has an astonishing purity and intensity. The fruit
is sweet, seductive and ripe, the tannins densely woven and
melting, and there is juicy freshness driving through to a
long fine salty and almost ethereal finish.
Drink 2025 - 2036

2017 Jaspis ‘Bürgin’
Pinot Noir
formerly
Spätburgunder alte Reben
12.5% abv
£276 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The best barrels of Zipsin are put aside for extra ageing and
released several years later. Harvested from grapes planted
in 1958, the vineyard was spared the frosts that affected
other parts of Germany and has yielded a sweet, silky wine
with intense blue and black fruit, fine smooth tannins and a
lively fresh smoky saline finish. Drink 2024 - 2030

2019 Jaspis ‘Däublin’ Syrah
formerly Jaspis Syrah
12.5% abv
£210 | Case of 6 - 75cl

If you like Northern Rhône, this is one to look out for.
Twenty-five-year-old vines give a rich dark wine, full of cool
black fruit and smoky notes, dark chocolatey tannins and
long spicy finish. Drink 2025 - 2030
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FRANKEN
Rudolf May Retzstadt—Biodynamic

Benedikt and Rudolf May
The Estate
Rudolf May founded his estate in 1998 with two hectares, and through hard work and focus on
quality has grown it to sixteen and a half. His main interest has always been Silvaner, and he is
one of only a few growers to demonstrate that this often-overlooked varietal can produce distinctive wines with ageing potential. May’s Silvaners are the finest in Germany, his poor, fossil-rich
soils enabling him to make very fine, pure, mineral-driven wines. He believes in minimal intervention, and in 2016 he and his son Benedikt (who apprenticed at Mosbacher), adopted organic
methods. They are already noticing that the vines are now more resilient and balanced –needing,
for example, to use far less sulphur to stabilise them.
In 2020, they sold off over two hectares of lesser vineyards and purchased one and a half hectares in the Benediktusberg, a 1. Lage (1er cru) site which may soon win recognition as a GG.
Silvaner has a mixed reputation in the UK, deemed a poor second to Riesling, but this is changing, and demand for May wines increasing rapidly, no doubt helped by the fact that Silvaner is a
perfect reflector of terroir, particularly adept at showcasing Franken’s shell-limestone soils. We
tasted Silvaner GGs the length and breadth of Franken this year: the finest, most balanced, energy-laden and long were made by Rudolf May.
This is an estate firmly established in the top rank.
The Vintage
The Mays had their work cut out in 2021. Although they were spared frost, the rainy growing season brought continuous attacks of downy mildew, against which organic treatments have only a
short-lived effect. Intense vigilance and a carefully monitored spraying strategy were required,
but even then the crop was damaged, with a 30% reduction in yields and delayed ripening,
further exacerbated by cool temperatures. At the end of August a certain pessimism crept in: ‘I
looked at the vines and doubted whether the fruit would ever ripen,’ said Rudolf. But the weather
turned at the beginning of September: warm dry conditions enabled the grapes to accelerate
ripening, and by the end of September they were ready for harvest. This began on 25th and
finished on 12th October.
Against all odds, the Mays have made a lovely set of wines. They are cool, poised and balanced,
with tremendous energy and delicacy. It is too early for Rudolf to consider it a great vintage, but
in the meantime he will settle for declaring it excellent, with good ageing potential.
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FRANKEN
Rudolf May Retzstadt—Biodynamic
Himmelspfad
Silvaner GG [15 22]
12.5% abv
£204 | Case of 6 - 75cl

We start with generous juicy pear and citrus fruit, ripe and
vibrant, but soon enough a gentle very fine silky minerality
appears, building gradually until it reaches a stony saline
crescendo. This is quite lovely, a little lean in youth, and will
reward some years in bottle. If you have any doubts about
how serious Silvaner can be, try this. Drink 2025 - 2032

Rothlauf Silvaner GG [16 22]
12.5% abv
£204 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A limestone wine, pure and simple. It is pure and lean with
laser-like focus, seamless and smooth, full of citrus fruit,
racy acidity and a very fine stony minerality driving it to a
long, satisfying juicy finish. Needs time to unfold, and will
show its true glory in a few years. It will age beautifully.
Drink 2025 - 2032
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MOSEL
Fritz Haag Brauneberg (Middle Mosel)

Oliver Haag and the Brauneberg
The Estate
There are no German wines more elegant than those of Weingut Fritz Haag*. They do not shout
and are often overlooked in favour of more showy bottles, but for balance, finesse and subtlety
they are hard to beat. The great Juffer vineyard in Brauneberg, one of the few designated grand
cru by edict of Napoleon in 1804, has everything to do with it, of course. Its characteristic subtle
floral notes and tensile mineral strength are an excellent foil for the estate’s style, but none of the
several owners can quite match what Fritz Haag does there*. With a pedigree like this, it’s no
surprise that the wines have a fantastic ability to age.
The estate owes its greatness to Wilhelm Haag, who started in the late 1950s, crafting beautiful
wines from the Juffer, and its heart, the Juffer-Sonnenuhr, where vines are clustered on a dauntingly steep and rocky slope around the sundial. While his older son Thomas bought the defunct
Schloss Lieser, turning it into one of the Mosel’s great success stories, his younger son Oliver
took over the family estate in 2005. We can speculate that competition between the two has
driven them both into the ranks of the very best winemakers in Germany. While Thomas’ wines
are about energy, precision and character, Oliver’s wines have an understated subtlety that
becomes increasingly apparent as the wines age.

Oliver is constantly improving his vineyard sites: in 2021 three-quarters of a hectare of lesser
vineyards was sold off and exchanged for better ones. In recent years there has been more focus
on dry wines. An afterthought in the past, they now command the best grapes from the best sites
and can take their place amongst the finest trockens in Germany.
*with the honourable exception of Schloss Lieser, a chip off the old block

The Vintage
‘This was a classic Mosel year, with little sunlight and lots of rain. So we had to revert to the
methods of the past to compensate, which principally meant reducing yields to allow the vines to
ripen and give balanced wines,’ said Oliver. The strategy has worked – these are some of the
most seductive and harmonious wines we have tried here for years.

Poor flowering and strong disease pressure in the rainy growing season already meant a natural
loss of around 30%, but Oliver went even further in his quest for ripeness, with a green harvest
and strict selection. Fine weather in September and early October helped, but when the harvest
began on 6th October in the Juffer, he did not hold out much hope for a decent vintage. It
finished on 10th November in Kesten, and he was amazed at the results: balanced, delicate wines
with density and purity, perfectly reflecting their terroirs.
A Juffer-Sonnenuhr Kabinett [13 22], Spätlese [14 22] and Auslese Lange Goldkapsel [15 22]
will be auctioned in Trier later this month.
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MOSEL
Fritz Haag Brauneberg (Middle Mosel)

Juffer GG [24 22]
12.5% abv
£114 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£144 | Case of 12 - 375cl

A delicate, lemony wine of great finesse, full of white flowers, a lean muscular structure, and a tapering dark smoky
finish.
Drink 2023 - 2035 | Bottles
Drink 2023 - 2028 | Halves

Brauneberger Juffer Sonnenuhr GG [08 22]
12.5% abv
£156 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£186 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Made from grapes in the heart of the vineyard, clustered
around the sundial where the microclimate is warmer, and
the vines much older. It is at once denser and finer than the
Juffer, bright, fresh and ethereal, with gentle floral citrus
fruit, and a dark, vanishingly fine persistent silky finish.
Drink 2027 - 2040 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums

Paulinshofberg GG [27 22]
12.5% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Paulinshofberg is contiguous with the Juffer vineyard
and clearly recognisable as such from its structure. There is
some clay here, making the wine more forward and relaxed
than its more angular cousins. It is deep and powerful, with
a knot of perfumed citrus fruit, broad spicy slate notes and
a long, elegant finish. though it retains the understated elegance. Very limited quantities.
Drink 2027 - 2032
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MOSEL
Heymann-Löwenstein Winningen

The Löwenstein family
The Estate
Reinhard Löwenstein’s primary interest has always been in dry wines, and for many years his
estate was known for its intense, powerful and long-lived Rieslings. His refusal to use cultured
yeasts means that the wines often had levels of residual sugar that put them more into the off-dry
category. Then, in 2011, he made a wine without any botrytised grapes that fermented dry. It was
an epiphany. 2012 saw a complete change in style: a rigorous cull of botrytis-affected grapes
made the wines more precise, focussed and approachable younger, and they are now amongst
the most exciting the Mosel has to offer. In recent years he has gradually been handing over
control to his daughter Sarah, who has brought fresh energy to the estate.
The Vintage
‘Rain and cold, rain and heat, more rain,’ was how Reinhard Löwenstein characterised the vintage here. Fortunately his sites are perfectly adapted to these conditions. The soils are poor and
well-drained, so plentiful rain did them no harm. They warm up quickly, which enabled them to
benefit from the moment the sun broke through, achieving perfect ripeness. The terraced vine
rows are oriented vertically, facing south, and the west wind quickly dried out the vines, helped
by timely leaf-plucking. Unlike many of his colleagues, his vines were not affected by mildew,
and there was no consequent drop in yields.
A 2002 Schieferterrassen Eiswein will be offered at auction in September

Kirchberg GG [10 22]
13% abv
£126 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Kirchberg is a warm site, and its iron-rich sandy slate soils
produce a fresh, peachy wine with herbal notes and a
smooth slaty saline finish. Drink 2023 - 2032

Stolzenberg GG [11 22]
13% abv
£132 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A powerful, intense wine, showing sweet perfumed fruit,
juicy citrus acidity and a stony slaty salty finish.
Drink 2026 - 2034
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MOSEL
Heymann-Löwenstein Winningen
Röttgen GG [12 22]
13% abv
£156 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£61 | Case of 1 - 150cl

A fantastically steep terraced vineyard facing south-east,
the Röttgen’s weathered slate soils warm up early in the
morning. The terrace walls then act like storage heaters,
and the temperature remains high well into the evening.
The result is an elegant, rounded and relaxed wine, with
generous juicy yellow fruit, fine gentle slate flavours and a
long bright finish.
Drink 2026 - 2035 | Bottles
Drink 2029 - 2040 | Magnums

Uhlen Blaufüsser Lay GG
£186 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Blue slate soils mixed with clay give an immensely mineral
wine, lean and crisp, with cool elegant green fruit and a
long smooth dark saline finish. Drink 2027 - 2030

Shipment Winter 2023/2024

Uhlen Laubach GG
£198 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£75 | Case of 1 - 150cl
Shipment Winter 2023/2024

Uhlen Roth Lay GG
£222 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£82 | Case of 1 - 150cl
£164 | Case of 1 - 300cl
Shipment Winter 2023/2024

Grey fossil-rich slate gives a supremely elegant, seamless
and balanced wine. It is fresh, ripe and accessible, with pure
lemony acidity, green flavours, a dash of tropical fruit and a
fine intense smoky finish.
Drink 2027 - 2035 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums

The estate’s top wine. it has the expected power and intensity, but also surprisingly soft ripe yellow fruit alongside the
pure lean stony flavours and fresh herbal notes, segueing
gradually into a smooth vibrant saline finish.
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Bottles
Drink 2027 - 2039 | Magnums
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Jeroboams
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MOSEL
Peter Lauer Ayl (Saar)

Florian Lauer
The Estate
‘This small traditional Saar wine producer in Ayl bottles some of the finest, most classic
Rieslings in Germany: pure, precise, piquant, racy, mineral and chiselled, but also ripe,
concentrated, compact and complex.’ (Stephan Reinhardt, The Finest Wines of Germany).
From relative obscurity when he took over more than fifteen years ago, Florian Lauer has
elevated this estate to one of the foremost in Germany.
Florian is one of the most thoughtful winemakers we have in our portfolio. He is an independent
spirit – studying winemaking at Montpelier in southern France rather than in Geisenheim, for
example – but he is no maverick. He has a strong interest in science, and is always ready with a
detailed and fascinating explanation of his practices.
Early on he decided to have as little adverse impact on the environment as he could, but did not
apply for organic certification. Although he uses no herbicides, he abhors copper – pretty much
the only weapon in the organic arsenal against fungus – for its harmful long-term effects on vineyard soils. Instead he employs an organic ‘curative’ fungicide, which reduces the amount of
required treatments by half, thereby further lowering the environmental cost. His fertiliser is
organic, sourced from local cattle and horse farms, and he has upgraded his agricultural
machines to be as light as possible to avoid soil compaction.
In the cellar, only wild yeasts are used, and the wines are not fined. His corks are carbon neutral,
and he does not use capsules – further reducing his carbon footprint. He derives most of his
power from solar energy, and all estate vehicles are now electric. And finally, his cartons are
reusable, and require no tape to seal.
Florian’s primary goal is for his wines to reflect the place where the grapes were grown. As such,
he vinifies each parcel with different soils separately, even from within the same vineyard. To
taste them is to see just how transparent a wine can be. It helps that he has very old vines of up to
100 years, and as you would expect, the wines are vibrant, pure and very exciting.
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MOSEL
Peter Lauer Ayl (Saar)
The Vintage
The growing season was not easy: high rainfall from May through August brought disease
pressure, and also made the steep slopes difficult to work. Although temperatures remained cool,
the autumn brought fine weather with lots of sunshine, which balanced the stony freshness of the
wines with some yellow but mostly cool green fruit.
After three hot vintages, this is a classic Saar year, and will go down as one of the greats. Retasting these GGs in late August, it has become clear how seriously good they are. They have a depth
and intensity unmatched by other wines from the region and although austere now, will unfold
to show their glories after a few years in bottle.
A 2021 Lambertskirch GG [41 22] (a first), Kupp Kabinett [05 22], Kupp Spätlese [23 22] and
Feils Spätlese [24 22] will be auctioned in Trier later this month.
Six Top Lauer Wines
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A unique opportunity to sample Florian Lauer’s top terroirs
– all except one are from Grosse Lage (grand cru) sites.
Four of them are dry, and two are feinherb, a little over the
limit of sweetness to be considered dry. Fans of the very
popular ‘Senior’, a more entry-level feinherb, will be in for a
treat. The last three are only available in this mixed case.
Kupp GG [18 22]
Schonfels GG [11 22]
Saarfeilser GG [13 22]
Ayl 1. Lage [21 22] (from the best 1er cru sites)
Unterstenberg [12 22]: a feinherb – off-dry wine from
very old vines in a separate parcel of the Kupp vineyard.
Neuenberg [17 22]: a feinherb – off-dry wine from a separate parcel of the Kupp vineyard.

Saarfeilser Fass 13 GG [13 22]
13% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The lighter, riper, most approachable of Florian’s GGs this
year…but still: an intense stony salty wine balanced by pure
ripe pear and pithy citrus and a long saline finish.
Drink 2027 - 2036

Schonfels Fass 11 GG [11 22]
13% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A dense, smooth wine with orchard fruit and lots of depth.
It is austere now, but the typical relaxed charm is clearly
discernible, ready to blossom with a little time. There is lots
of depth here, and a fine silky dark slate minerality that
builds gently but insistently to a juicy long saline finish. Drink 2027 - 2038

Kupp Fass 18 GG [18 21]
13% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Always the most serious of the GGs: there is of course a
lean, unusually intense stony element, but this is balanced
by a tight knot of pure fruit, fresh and green, poised to unfold. Gradually the cool smooth saline minerality builds to a
crescendo, finishing on a long fine juicy note. Quite amazing. Drink 2027 - 2040
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MOSEL
Schloss Lieser Lieser (Middle Mosel)

Thomas Haag
The Estate
If you’re looking for energy, precision and character, look no further than the wines of Thomas
Haag. It doesn’t hurt that they age supremely well, reflect their terroirs brilliantly, and are quite
delicious. Thomas Haag’s career is one of the great success stories of the Mosel. His pedigree is
impeccable, starting with learning at the feet of his father, Wilhelm Haag, who made Weingut
Fritz Haag great. Since taking over Schloss Lieser in 1992 and buying it outright in 1997, he has
grown the estate from 6.5 to 25 hectares, owning an impressive range of plots from Brauneberg
(Juffer and Juffer-Sonnenuhr) to Piesport (Goldtröpfchen and Falkenberg), including Lieser
(Helden), Wehlen (Sonnenuhr) and Graach (Himmelreich and Domprobst) as well as harvesting
a tiny parcel in Bern-kastel (Doctor).
With an estate this size it would be no surprise if the quality began to suffer, but through brilliant
organisation and hard work Thomas and his gifted vineyard manager Philipp Veser have made
better wines together every year, teasing out the best of each vineyard they acquire. To taste
these wines is to see the complexity and character of each separate site in a new light. They are a
joy, and they are, incidentally, amongst the most reasonably priced of the Mosel’s great estates.
The Vintage
‘This is a throwback to the old days – we had the same conditions as in 1981 and 1984, both disastrous vintages. But we have moved on: now lower yields and precise selection enables the fruit
to ripen properly,’ said Thomas during our visit. It was hard work to deal with the wet conditions, but once these were under control, he could look at the positives: the wet soil allowed the
vines to absorb minerality, clearly marked in the wines, and a prolonged fine autumn – with the
harvest lasting from 10th October t0 mid-November, allowed picking at optimum ripeness. The
wines show classic cool vintage character, crisp and pure, with crunchy fruit, intense minerality
and the vibrant energy typical of Thomas Haag’s wines. They are crystalline and clearly express
their terroirs, and they are also lower in alcohol than the norm these days. The GGs are uncompromising, lean, and mineral-driven. They will benefit from time in bottle before showing their
true paces.
There is no Juffer GG this year.
A 2021 Domprobst Kabinett [36 22], Doctor Spätlese [37 22] and a Wehlener Sonnenuhr
Auslese [38 22] will be auctioned later this month.
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MOSEL
Schloss Lieser Lieser (Middle Mosel)

Schloss Lieser GG Case
£240 | Case of 6 - 75cl

1 bottle each of: Doctor (only available in this case), Himmelreich, Niederberg Helden, Juffer-Sonnenuhr, Wehlener
Sonnenuhr and Goldtröpfchen. A unique opportunity to
sample some of the Mosel’s finest terroirs, as channelled by
one of its best winemakers.

Goldtröpfchen GG [33 22]
12% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Producing an elegant, understated Goldtröpfchen requires
considerable skill, and Thomas Haag’s version shines this
year. It has power – the vineyard will out – but also elegance with no trace of fat. The fruit is fresh green shot
through with a little yellow, and there is a core of bright
pithy citrus-infused minerality building to a very long juicy
finish. It is a little on the austere side now and will reward
cellaring. Drink 2027 - 2040

Himmelreich GG [29 22]
12% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A graceful, delicately structured wine with bright lemony
flavours and a finely honed transparent minerality gliding
to a beautifully fresh energetic saline finish.
Drink 2027 - 2040

Juffer Sonnenuhr GG [31 22]
12% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A little more power than his brother Oliver’s version at Fritz
Haag, but all the delicacy of the vineyard is here: perfumed
floral, green and sweet grapefruit notes, deep dark slaty
mineral flavours, and a wonderfully fresh long juicy finish
carrying a hint of smoke. Tremendously complex and seductive. Drink 2027 - 2040

Wehlener Sonnenuhr GG [32
22]
12% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl

It’s all there, but you have to wait. Always an angular wine,
it is particularly taut this year, with fine-grained juicy slate
flavours and racy lemony acidity. It is unfettered energy,
ethereal, soaring and pure, and will need at least five years
in bottle before it can be approached. Drink 2027 - 2040

Niederberg Helden GG [30 22] The estate’s biggest single holding. It is a dense, smooth
12% abv
wine with huge reserves of power, taut and stony, but
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl
astonishingly elegant, seamlessly integrated and pure, finishing on a bright lemony note. Drink 2027 - 2040
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MOSEL
Maximin Grünhaus Mertesdorf (Ruwer)

Maximin and Carl von Schubert
The Estate
Maximin von Schubert and his winemaker Stefan Kraml continue to produce some of the best
wines in Germany from one of its very finest terroirs, a contiguous strip of the three vineyards
Bruderberg, Herrenberg and Abtsberg. There is something magical about these wines: if you
have the patience to wait, they acquire a melting elegance that calls you back for more. Our
completely impartial advice is to buy more than you think you will need.
The Vintage
As if the general difficulties of the vintage were not enough, Grünhaus suffered a devastating
hailstorm on the last Saturday in July. The vines had just been leaf-plucked to provide better
ventilation, and there was thus no protection for the grapes. Of all days the following morning
was sunny – a rare thing that summer – and resulted in a dose of sunburn. Yields were severely
affected, and are 40% down. What remains, however, is quite brilliant, a throwback to the glory
days of the late nineties perhaps – subtle, elegant wines that shout out their provenance, and will
go down as classics.

A 2021 Abtsberg Kabinett Nr. 68 [13 21] and a 2018 Abstberg Auslese LGK Nr. 64 [33 19] will
be auctioned in September.
- Whites Herrenberg GG [19 22]
12% abv
£150 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£62 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Herrenberg’s appeal is always to be more angular and pure
than the Abstberg, and this year you see the two terroirs in
spades. This one is lean and taut, with bright lemony
acidity, very fresh juicy green fruit – typical herb and cool
gooseberry notes, and long powerful dark saline finish. One
of the best GGs ever from here.
Drink 2027 - 2040 | Bottle
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums
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MOSEL
Maximin Grünhaus Mertesdorf (Ruwer)
- Whites Abtsberg GG [17 22]
12% abv
£150 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£192 | Case of 12 - 37.5cl
£168 | Case of 3 - 150cl

And now for the charming vivacious neighbour, full of relaxed juicy green fruit and racy citrus flavours. The fine
slaty minerality lends an ethereal note, but it is only towards the finish that you realise what a serious wine this is
– the very long intense finish shows the depth and power
behind the charming façade. It will run and run.
Drink 2027 - 2040 | Bottles
Drink 2022 - 2030 | Halves
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums
- Reds -

2020 Pinot Noir [28 22]
14.5% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£183 | Case of 3 - 150cl

No blushing wallflower this: bold very spicy red fruit flavours are backed by powerful fine tannins rounded by a little new oak, and there is a very long rich juicy finish.
Drink 2022 - 2030 | Bottles
Drink 2024 - 2033 | Magnums
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MOSEL
Daniel Vollenweider Traben-Trarbach

Daniel Vollenweider
The Estate
Daniel Vollenweider sadly died over the summer, and his work will be carried on by Moritz Hoffmann, who joined him in 2019.
During our time working with Daniel, we have focussed on the heart of his domaine, the Goldgrube. The vineyard is too rocky and steep to be the subject of Flurbereinigung, a process that
sees fragmented parcels rationalised, roads built if necessary and vines replanted, all to make
mechanisation easier. It runs south to west, and its grey and red slate soils produce deep, spicy
wines that need time in bottle to show their full glory.
The Vintage
The 2020s were bottled too late to be offered last year, and so are included here. Top dry wines
were not made in 2021, so this is Daniel’s last vintage. They are some of the best – if not the best
– he made.
2020 Goldgrube [07 21]
12% abv
£138 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The vines here are ungrafted and over a hundred years old.
The wine has great power, depth and finesse, with lashings
of ripe citrus fruit and a huge core of stony minerals. Saline
and spicy, with a long rich finish. Drink 2023 - 2035

2020 Goldgrube 'Aurum' [10
22]
12.5% abv
£144 | Case of 3 - 75cl

Less than 500 bottles of this magical wine were made. It is
composed, very elegant and fine, with pithy grapefruit, vibrant lemony acidity and a long silky powerful finish. This
is very special, a fitting swansong of a great winemaker.
Drink 2026 - 2040
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MOSEL
Weiser-Künstler Traben-Trarbach (Middle Mosel)

Konstantin Weiser
The Estate
Like their friend Daniel Vollenweider, Konstantin Weiser and Alexandra Künstler are newcomers
to the region, attracted by a love of Riesling. Starting from nothing in 2005, they began building
a portfolio of formerly famous sites around Traben-Trarbach that were on the point of being
abandoned: steep, inaccessible and uneconomic, as everything had to be done by hand. But the
soils were superb, the vines old and ungrafted, and they began to produce a dazzling range of organic wines which have given them cult status. Their production, from 3.8 hectares, is tiny. They
are not interested in a fruity style, favouring oxidative winemaking that brings out minerality,
and the wines benefit from decanting well ahead when young.
The Vintage
The 2020s were bottled too late to be offered last year, and so are included here. They consider it
the best vintage for dry wines they have ever made.
2020 Steffensberg [10 21]
12% abv
£102 | Case of 6 - 75cl

50-year-old vines on deep grey slate soils give a pure, fresh
wine with generous pear fruit, a lean, brisk stony mineral
core and a dash of cream on the racy finish.
Drink 2023 - 2032

2020 Gaispfad [09 21]
12.5% abv
£126 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Ungrafted 80-year-old vines on rocky blue slate soils produce a deep, rich multi-layered wine, full of creamy ripe
fruit, a very fine dark slate core and persistent juicy finish.
Drink 2025 - 2038

2020 Ellergrub
'Grosse Eule' [08 21]
13% abv
£144 | Case of 6 - 75cl

There are no VDP members in Enkirch, but if there were
this vineyard would be the first to be elevated to GG status.
Very old vines in terraced soils have given a powerful but
vanishingly elegant wine of enormous intensity. The pure,
lean citrus fruit is balanced by very fine stony salty mineral
flavours that drive through to a persistent juicy finish. Very
exciting. Drink 2028—2040
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MOSEL
Forstmeister Geltz Zilliken Saarburg (Saar)

Dorothee & Philipp Zilliken
The Estate
Dorothee Zilliken took over the running of this venerable estate in 2016, the eleventh generation
to do so. Eleven hectares of the thirteen-hectare estate are in the Rausch, climbing an impossibly
steep hill directly above the town centre. The soil is slate, dotted with quartz and pockets of basalt, and southern exposure ensures it gets a lot of sun. Low yields and painstaking vineyard work,
combined with fermentation in old oak casks in a very cool cellar, give a stunning range of classic
Saar wines that can take many years to reach their full potential.
The Vintage
It rained every other day in 2021, so the challenge to keep vines disease-free was immense. In the
face of disaster, organic methods were temporarily abandoned, and there was very little loss of
crop. It was also a relief that vine development was not so explosive – the Zillikens were delighted to tend slow-ripening grapes again. Fine weather in the six weeks before harvest ensured a decent crop of ripe grapes, and after last year’s absence, a GG is a welcome addition to the portfolio.
It is juicy, elegant, and ripe, with the typical fine steely notes of the Saar.
A Rausch Auslese Goldkapsel [01 22], and magnums of 1997 Rausch Beerenauslese will be auctioned later this month.

Rausch GG [12 22]
12% abv
£174 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£195 | Case of 3 - 150cl

There is an appealing cool freshness here: herbaceous fruit
– curry leaves and lime pith with a dash of spice, is balanced by a fine elegant stony minerality, and a lovely long
juicy sour finish.
Drink 2026 - 2028 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums
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NAHE
Hermann Dönnhoff Oberhausen (Nahe)

Cornelius & Helmut Dönnhoff
The Estate
Under the direction of Helmut Dönnhoff since 1966, Weingut Hermann Dönnhoff has become
the powerhouse of the Nahe, expanding from a modest 3.5 hectares in 1966 to over 30 today. Not
only that, but it has grown into one of Germany’s leading estates, producing a dazzling array of
wines to suit all tastes, from dry to very sweet, and all marked by precision and energy. Over the
last 10 years he has handed over control to his son Cornelius, who has continued an unbroken
run of fine vintages. There has been a gradual change in style: grapes for dry wines are picked
earlier, and the GGs are less powerful and more elegant than they used to be.
The Vintage
What a turnaround! Drought and decelerating ripeness have been the focus in recent years, but
2021 saw a throwback to the old days of high rainfall and accelerating ripeness. ‘It’s like I’ve been
on holiday in the south for twenty years and have finally returned home!’ laughed Helmut
Dönnhoff during our visit. There were no extremes though: it rained, but not too much, ripening
was steady, unlike the uneven bursts in some warmer years, and the slow season allowed for long
hang-time. There was more frequent spraying, especially at the beginning of the season, but this
tapered off towards the end as the threat of disease was contained.
The vintage conditions favoured steeper, well-drained sites that coped better with the wet conditions; those on flatter sites underwent extensive leaf-plucking to aid ventilation and prevent the
onset of disease. The fine autumn weather gave a final push of ripeness, and the Riesling harvest
began on 15th October, finishing at the end of November.
Yields are very low. This is a lovely set of wines, pure and zingy, as true to their terroirs as ever.
A 2021 Brücke GG will be offered at auction in September.
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NAHE
Hermann Dönnhoff Oberhausen (Nahe)

Dellchen GG [26 22]
13% abv
£306 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£318 | Case of 3 - 150cl

There is an easy inevitability here, each element locking
seamlessly into place – cool, fresh green herbal fruit with
a touch of yellow, a juicy stony middle, and a long silky
fine finish.
Drink 2027 - 2040 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums

Hermannshöhle GG [27 22]
13% abv
£360 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£369 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Helmut Dönnhoff likens this wine to a large orchestra playing quietly, with each instrument clearly discernible and in
harmony. It is pure, transparent, relaxed and quite lovely.
The fruit is cool and green, the lemony acidity integrated,
ripe and juicy, and the finish silky, fine and endless.
Drink 2027 - 2040 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Magnums
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NAHE
Schäfer-Fröhlich Bockenau

Tim Fröhlich
The Estate
From his 21 hectares, Tim Fröhlich produces uncompromisingly angular wines that display
breathtaking energy, precision and finesse. He took over responsibility for making the wine in
1993, at the tender age of 19, and supported by his father, who looks after the vineyards, has
elevated the estate to one of the very best in Germany. His principal holdings are in Bockenau –
the flagships Felseneck and Stromberg – but he also has vines in the geologically diverse
communes of Monzingen, with the Halenberg and Frühlingsplätzchen vineyards, and
Schloßböckelheim, with Kupfergrube and Felsenberg. These are reductive wines that can be
drunk young, but the best take years to showcase the terroir of their vineyards.
A large cuverie is under construction and will be ready for the vintage in 2023. Expect great
things!
The Vintage

Precision was the key for Tim Fröhlich in 2021. Careful planning and vigilance meant that his
team did not have to up the frequency of spraying, but they had to keep a keen eye on the
weather forecast to make sure it was done at the right time. Late budbreak made him realise that
getting the fruit ripe was going to be the main issue of the vintage: ‘Fighting for must weight is
never easy, but if you know ahead of time that’s a huge advantage,’ he said. This meant a careful
management of yields through green harvesting, on the basis that fewer bunches means quicker
ripening. A welcome push of maturity came in September and October with the arrival of fine
weather, and a long harvest ended in the Felseneck on 12th November.
The fruit was more delicate this year, and there was less skin contact than usual to preserve the
vintage’s crystalline character. The press was adjusted to a gentler, slower pace, and the fruit was
purer as a result. ‘Other regions can do power. We want finesse and minerality, which is far more
difficult to pull off,’ said Tim. He has succeeded.
Tim could not be happier. The grapes had a few degrees less ripeness than in the past few years,
but for him that is a positive. He believes he has made the most homogenous and best vintage
ever. Fortunately the GG vineyards produced a normal crop.
A 2021 ‘Final’ dry Riesling, made from the best and oldest vines in the Felseneck, and a 2020
Felseneck Auslese GK will be sold at auction in September.
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NAHE
Schäfer-Fröhlich Bockenau
2021 Chardonnay ‘R’ [18 22]
12.5% abv
£228 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A couple of years ago Tim Fröhlich heard about a few rows
of very old Chardonnay vines in a vineyard above Bad
Kreuznach. They were about to be grubbed up, but he persuaded the owner to let him take over their management,
and since last year the fruit has been the source of his reserve Chardonnay. It is a wine of extraordinary depth and
purity, made in the estate’s typically reductive style, full of
juicy zingy citrus with a hint of green, and a complex cool
flinty saline mineral flourish on the long tight finish.
Drink 2023 - 2030

Felsenberg GG [20 22]
12% abv
£240 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Felsenberg is a terraced vineyard whose rich volcanic soils
mean that the vines reach maturity quickly. Its proximity to
the river makes it susceptible to fog, and since damp air softens the grapes, it is crucial to harvest at the right moment.
Wines made by other growers from here are often rounded
and weighty, but Tim Fröhlich picks earlier, and draws out
the most elegant aspects. Cooler temperatures made things
easier this year, and the wine does not have the pressure of
ripeness of warm vintages. It is smoky and flinty, with a
dark, very smooth stony mineral core, generous juicy pear
fruit and bright citrus acidity, with a lean, long, slightly
creamy finish. Drink 2027 - 2040

Kupfergrube GG [19 22]
12% abv
£252 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Kupfergrube – on the site of an old copper mine – is a
narrow strip of vineyard between the river and a steep
volcanic cliff and has correspondingly little airflow. The
rocks reflect and store heat, and the grapes have riper
flavours even when they have the same must weight as
those in other vineyards. So even in a cool year like this the
wines have a little riper edge, though as Tim dislikes yellow
fruit the grapes are still picked on the early side. There isn’t
the dark minerality found in the other wines – this is
lighter, bright and fresh, with cool green fruit, notes of mint
and citronella, and a long juicy finish. Drink 2027 - 2040

Frühlingsplätzchen GG [21 22] Hard red slate gives a spicy edge to this inviting wine, juicy
12% abv
and full of energy, with cool pear and citrus fruit, and a
£240 | Case of 6 - 75cl
finely wrought dark stony finish that lingers for minutes.
Drink 2027 - 2040

Halenberg GG [22 22]
12% abv
£252 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Fine weathered blue slate produces a taut wine of amazing
clarity, intensity, and length. There is a cool relaxed quality
here. Densely woven, lifted lemony fruit, racy ripe acidity,
and a fine silky dark saline minerality meld seamlessly
together, and the finish is powerful and long.
Drink 2027 - 2040
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NAHE
Schäfer-Fröhlich Bockenau
Stromberg GG [23 22]
12% abv
£252 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The steep rocky volcanic soils of Stromberg are the site of
the estate’s oldest vines, half of them eighty-five years old.
This is a compressed wine bursting with energy, cool, flinty
and a little wild, with a tight core of northern orchard fruit,
some strawberry notes, an elegant dark stony minerality
and a long smooth vibrant finish. Drink 2027 - 2040

Felseneck GG [24 22]
12% abv
£282 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£300 | Case of 3 - 150cl

‘The best I’ve ever made,’ says Tim, and we have no hesitation in agreeing. This is the estate’s flagship, and always the
shyest in youth, but though tight, the structure is in precise
relief. Around a core of vanishingly fine, dark slaty minerality, pure and silky, is bound smooth green fruit of minty,
curry leaves and lemon, supported by racy elegant acidity.
The wine finishes on a smooth, long creamy graphite-tinged
saline note. Amazing.
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Bottles
Drink 2032 - 2050 | Magnums
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RHEINHESSEN
Battenfeld-Spanier Hohen-Sülzen—Biodynamic
Kühling-Gillot Bodenheim

Carolin Gillot and Oliver Spanier
The Estate
When Oliver Spanier of Battenfeld-Spanier married Carolin Gillot of Kühling-Gillot in 2016, it
brought together two of Rheinhessen’s leading estates, and created its most glamorous couple.
The wines are marketed separately, but he is the winemaker for both.
Kühling-Gillot’s prime holdings are on the Roter Hang (red slope), an iron-rich strip between
Nierstein and Nackenheim along the Rhine, which includes the vineyards of Hipping, Pettenthal,
Ölberg, Rothenberg, and Orbel. There are further vineyards in Oppenheim and Bodenheim.
Battenfeld-Spanier lies in the southern-most part of Rheinhessen, and the vines are grown on
limestone, which gives them a lifted, citrus character. The estate converted to organic viticulture
in 1992, and biodynamic in 1995. Both of them are now farmed biodynamically. If Prüm made
wines in Rheinhessen, this is what they would be like: beautifully pure, restrained, and with the
promise of a long life.
In late 2019 Battenfeld-Spanier was given the coveted 5-grape-cluster award by the Gault-Millau
guide, while Kühling-Gillot was promoted to 4-grape cluster. They are now amongst the most
highly regarded producers in Germany, a fantastic achievement.
The Vintage
With their limited arsenal for combating disease, 2021 was tough for biodynamic growers.
Extreme vigilance was required to spray at the right times, even on Sundays, and the team put in
6,000 hours more than the norm to keep things on track, largely spent leaf-plucking and green
harvesting. From October the weather was warm and fine, and the long-awaited ripeness finally
came. The harvest was extremely long, lasting nearly eight weeks, with forty-five pickers on
standby for the right conditions, and fourteen strong in the cellar to process the grapes. Apparently a lot of beer was consumed.
The wines are as lovely and precise as ever, beautifully elegant and fine.
A 2021 Kreuzberg GG [53 22] (the finest GG we tasted this year) and magnums of 2017
Kreuzberg GG will be offered at auction later this month.
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RHEINHESSEN
Battenfeld-Spanier Hohen-Sülzen—Biodynamic
Kühling-Gillot Bodenheim
Kühling-Gillot
Ölberg GG [46 22]
12.5% abv
£216 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A deep, mineral-driven wine, full of broad rich fruit flavours
– yellow and some red, and a smooth, powerful and broad,
slightly earthy finish. Quite charming. Drink 2023 - 2032

Pettenthal GG [48 22]
12.5% abv
£246 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A linear, perfumed wine, focussed, fresh and ripe, showing
creamy rich green and yellow fruit with a hint of red, and a
fine slaty minerality driving to a bright rich finish.
Drink 2027 - 2035

Hipping GG [47 22]
12.5% abv
£246 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A dense, smoky wine, full of elegant pure green fruit shading to riper yellow, with even a touch of sweetness. The
minerality is dark, pure and pithy, the finish saline, vibrant
and long. A seductive, succulent wine that’s worth laying
down. Drink 2027 - 2035

Battenfeld-Spanier
Frauenberg GG [51 22]
12.5% abv
£246 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The epitome of a limestone wine – lean, chalky and lemony.
It is finely structured, fresh and ripe, and the finish tapers
to a single thread of pure juicy stone. You can’t get purer
than this. Drink 2027 - 2040
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RHEINHESSEN
Knewitz Appenheim

Tobias Knewitz
The Estate
Rheinhessen is a land of rolling hills, so the long, very even slope facing due south seems out of
the ordinary. Which it is: forty million years ago, it was a coral reef in a prehistoric sea. It is
almost pure limestone, and this makes the Knewitz wines particularly rich and taut.
Tobias Knewitz took over the twenty-five-hectare estate from his father in 2009, and together
with his brother produces superbly crafted Rieslings and excellent Chardonnays, the latter well
suited to the limestone soils.
Big news here: in 2021 the estate was invited to join the VDP, and from now on will be able to
release their best dry wines as GGs.
The Vintage
2021 was challenging for all growers, especially those using organic methods. The Knewitzes
were obliged to spray more than usual in the wet summer to counteract the extensive disease
outbreaks, and performed rigorous green harvesting to reduce the crop and allow the best grapes
to ripen. They encouraged the growth of a cover crop to reduce the effect of too much water on
their vines, and were in good shape for the harvest by the time the weather broke, and the fine
autumn arrived. They had lost half their crop, so there is little wine to go round this year, but the
quality is outstanding: ‘Our grapes are small, they are marathon runners and in balance, and able
to cope with the difficult conditions,’ said Tobias.
The wines are excellent – very pure and bright, and they precisely reflect their terroirs.
2020 Chardonnay Réserve [19
22]
13% abv
£180 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Fans of the regular Chardonnay will appreciate this significant step-up. It is intense, rich and creamy, with a little
more wood, but that’s easily swallowed by the vibrant ripe
yellow fruit, racy citrus acidity and long lean stony saline
finish. Drink 2023 - 2028
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RHEINHESSEN
Knewitz Appenheim

Goldberg 1. Lage [15 22]
12.5% abv
£120 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A warmer site, with a higher clay content in the soil, has
produced in this cooler year a wine that while still accessible, crackles with energy, full of pure citrus fruit – lemon,
lime and grapefruit – plus a vibrant creamy minerality and
a long fresh silky saline finish. Drink 2025 - 2035

Hundertgulden [22 22]
12.5% abv
£192 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Limestone soils give a typically lean, lemony note to this angular wine, but the south-facing slope and corresponding
long hours of sunshine soften it with the addition of ripe
yellow fruit. It is densely woven, powerful and has a long
fine finish with a dash of cream. Drink 2027 - 2040

Steinacker [21 22]
12.5% abv
£192 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The vines in the Steinacker face north-west, and the soil is
full of iron. They give a linear wine, the fruit cool and green
with notes of redcurrant and fresh raspberry, a breathtaking intensity, and an effortless sleek long finish.
Drink 2027 - 2040
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RHEINHESSEN
Wittmann Westhofen—Biodynamic

Philipp Wittmann
The Estate
Wittmann is based in Westhofen, the heart of southern Rheinhessen, surrounded by some of the
region’s best vineyards. The Wittmans are not exactly newcomers to the area, having made wine
here since 1663, and perhaps this gives them a sense of responsibility for the soils in their vineyards: they were pioneers in adopting organic methods in 1990.
A conversion to biodynamics followed in 2004, and Philipp Wittmann reports that his wines now
have more character and depth. The estate makes wine from a number of varieties, but predominantly Riesling. Most holdings are in Westhofen, but like their colleague Klaus-Peter Keller,
they also have vineyards in Nierstein.
The Vintage
Growers in Westhofen could count themselves lucky in 2021. They faced most of the same challenges as their colleagues in the rest of Germany but had two lucky breaks: the weather was fine
for a few days in June, allowing flowering to pass without incident, and they did not suffer the
extremes of rainfall in July, that fell elsewhere with sometimes devastating results. The pressure
of disease was therefore much less, and the growing season more relaxed. Judicious leaf plucking
and green harvesting, combined with the fine autumn, produced a crop of perfectly ripe grapes,
picked over the course of six weeks from 24th September.
The wines are classic: they are aromatic, pure and vibrant with more moderate alcohol levels
than has been the norm in recent years.
2021 Morstein ‘La Borne’ [24 22] will be offered at auction later this month.
Aulerde GG [16 22]
12.5% abv
£192 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£201 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Vines planted in the late forties give a poised, balanced
wine with a juicy core of green fruit and bright lemony acidity, broadening a little on the intense, slightly earthy finish.
Drink 2026 - 2038 | Bottles
Drink 2030 - 2040 | Magnums
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RHEINHESSEN
Wittmann Westhofen

Kirchspiel GG [17 22]
12.5% abv
£240 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£243 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Situated just above the Aulerde in a shallow east-facing amphitheatre which catches the first sun, the soil is mostly
limestone with some loam. The wine is poised and melting,
with fresh green pepper and elegant ripe acidity, and is
defined by its minerality, which starts discreetly and builds
to a cool saline crescendo. Beautifully balanced and
seductive.
Drink 2030 - 2042 | Bottles
Drink 2032 - 2045 | Magnums

Brunnenhäuschen GG [18 22]
12.5% abv
£288 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£294 | Case of 3 - 150cl

Brunnenhäuschen faces south, and gets a lot of sun, but a
cooling west wind prevents the grapes from ripening too
quickly, and is thus harvested after the cooler Kirchspiel
vineyard. Iron-rich soils give a creamy density, there are
spicy and smoky elements, elegant raspberry and citrus
fruit and a rich vibrant salty finish.
Drink 2030 - 2042 | Bottles
Drink 2032 - 2045 | Magnums

Morstein GG [19 22]
12.5% abv
£300 | Case of 6 - 75cl
£312 | Case of 3 - 150cl

The coolest vineyard in the line-up, with clay soils on a
rocky limestone base, consistently produces the estate’s
most powerful wine. It is floral and bright, full of succulent
citrus and yellow fruit, with a crystalline minerality growing
in intensity as it glides elegantly to a long, gentle finish.
Positively ethereal.
Drink 2030 - 2045 | Bottles
Drink 2034 - 2050 | Magnums
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RHEINHESSEN
F.E. Huff Schwabsburg

Familie Huff
The Estate
Schwabsburg lies a little inland from the Rhine, just behind Nierstein. The Huff family has been
farming here since 1700, vines always part of the mix. Ekkehard Huff transitioned to making
wines exclusively with five hectares in the 1980s. After studies in Geisenheim and stints at Keller
in nearby Dalsheim and Aldinger in Württemberg, his daughter Christine joined in 2010. Very
much part of the young ‘golden generation’ of winemakers, she and her husband Jeremy, originally from New Zealand, are producing a range of very exciting wines from their now ten-hectare
estate, including sites in the great Roter Hang (red slope) of Orbel, Pettenthal and Schloss
Schwabsburg. Schwabsburg is an underrated commune, in the shadow of its glamorous neighbour, but it possesses great vineyards, and the wines are extremely good value.
Christine Huff’s wines were part of the case curated by Klaus-Peter Keller, and we were so impressed by them that we have added them to our portfolio.

Orbel [12 22]
12.5% abv
£96 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The deep soils of the south-facing Orbel vineyard produce a
rich wine, less sensitive to vintage variation than cooler
sites with thinner soils. This year it is fresh, smooth and
grassy, with juicy yellow fruit, and a long lean pure stony
finish. Drink 2025 - 2035

Pettenthal [17 22]
12.5% abv
£120 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A cool, fresh herbal wine, lean, fine and bright, with a hint
of white peach, pure dark pithy stony minerality and a long
juicy lemony finish. Drink 2026 - 2037

Nierstein Schloss Schwabsburg 'Rabenturm' [19 22]
12.% abv
£120 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Rabenturm faces south, but its elevation ensures cool
nights, which fixes the grapes’ acidity. The soils are reddish
and thin, and the vines for this top wine are amongst the
estate’s oldest. It is dense and angular, with lots of energy
and power, full of pure fresh floral and citrus fruit, and the
finish densely woven, saline and long. Drink 2026 - 2037
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PFALZ
Bernhart Schweigen-Rechtenbach—Organic

Familie Bernhart
The Estate
Like his colleague Johannes Jülg, Gerd Bernhart’s estate straddles the border of Germany and
Alsace. He owns 17 hectares of vines, 11 of them – the best ones – in France. He farms mostly
Pinot varieties, 30% of them Pinot Noir, grown on classic clay and limestone soils.
Although he worked at various wine estates since his teens, Gerd had not planned to run the
family vineyards. His older brother was all set to take over from his father, but fell in love with a
girl from Baden and decided to make wine there instead.
Gerd returned to the estate in 1996, and together with his father, who retired in 2016, he has
made ever more brilliant wines. He converted to organic methods in 2016.
The Vintage
In the past Gerd Bernhart’s wines were made in a soft, ripe style. Now they are more structured:
the grapes are picked earlier, and handling during fermentation has been cut to a minimum –
there is no more punching down of the must to avoid over extraction for instance. The delicate
fruit flavours of a warm vintage like 2020 have benefited greatly from this treatment. The wines
are bright, fresh and full of energy.

Spätburgunder [45 22]
13% abv
£54 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Elegant dark blackberry fruit, smooth and juicy, is backed
by ripe tannins and the finish is stony and dark.
Drink 2023 - 2028

Schweigen Spätburgunder
Kalkmergel [51 21]
13.5% abv
£90 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Leaner, purer and finer than the regular Pinot, the fruit is
redder – ripe raspberry and red cherry, and there is a lovely
fresh zing on the long finish. Drink 2023 - 2031
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PFALZ
Bernhart Schweigen-Rechtenbach

Spätburgunder Sonnenberg
Wormberg 1. Lage [36 22]
13% abv
£150 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Wormberg is adjacent to GG sites, and the quality is
very close. The dark blackberry fruit is pure, fresh and juicy,
and there is an elegant, lean slightly angular quality driving
the wine through to a long peppery finish.
Drink 2026 - 2035

Spätburgunder Sonnenberg
Rädling GG [39 22]
13% abv
£204 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The new oak has been dialled back considerably in the last
few years, and the wine has benefited. Plentiful juicy floral
morello cherry fruit is balanced by firm fine tannins, hints
of spice and a long smooth slightly saline finish.
Drink 2027 - 2038
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PFALZ
Dengler-Seyler Maikammer

Eva and Matthias Seyler
The Estate
The Dengler-Seyler estate in the southern Pfalz is a superb resource for beautifully made wines at
very reasonable prices. There is talk of promotion to the prestigious VDP, which would be well
deserved. Since last year, the Seylers are now officially certified organic and have greatly reduced
their use of sulphur as a result.
Matthias Seyler had a background in business, but he married into a wine estate, so he retrained
and now he runs it together with his wife. Maikammer is one of the principal wine-growing villages in the Southern Pfalz, with a history of viticulture dating back to Roman times. At DenglerSeyler, a wide variety of soils allow many different varietals to be grown successfully, and there is
minimal intervention in the cellar to allow the terroirs to shine through. The estate’s prime site
is the Heiligenberg: its top wines will be released in the autumn.
The Vintage

The late budbreak and flowering heralded a typical summer…from the 1980s, so Matthias Seyler
saw that ripening was going to be a problem, and that he should prepare for a late harvest. Rigorous selection and judicious spraying were carried out, although for an organic grower the challenges were particularly great. Fortunately, fine autumn weather gave a last push of ripeness, and
the crop was in perfect condition for harvest at the beginning of October. Yields are severely
reduced. The wines are brisk and fresh, tempered a little by skin contact, which gives a rounded
complexity.
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PFALZ
Dengler-Seyler Maikammer

Im Obern Weinspar [23 22]
12.5% abv
£90 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The well drained limestone-gravel soil prevents grapes from
ripening too quickly, and the constant breeze in the vineyards keeps the wines fresh. Sweet, perfumed floral notes
are joined by vibrant citrus and a cooling stony minerality,
leading to a fresh saline finish. Drink 2023 - 2030

Am Heiligen Berg [22 22]
£90 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Heavier soils have given a broad, rich wine this year. There
is so much sweet floral and tropical fruit that the salty mineral flavours barely get a look in at this stage, and will need
time to emerge. The finish is spicy, fine and juicy, and
promises a long life ahead. Drink 2023 - 2030
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PFALZ
Jülg Schweigen-Rechtenbach

Johannes Jülg
The Estate
Recently invited to join the prestigious VDP, Johannes Jülg has taken his place as a producer of
some of Germany’s finest Pinot Noir.
Weingut Jülg is a stone’s throw from the French border, and half its vineyards are in Alsace. A
further French connection is Johannes’s spell under Thierry Brouin at Domaine des Lambrays,
which taught him to focus on complexity and elegance rather than obvious primary fruit. He also
spent seven years working at top German estates, including Weingut Keller, before returning
home in 2011, when his father handed him the reins of the twenty-hectare family estate. His
primary focus has been to improve work in the vineyard with new French clones and denser
planting, and the resulting wines have become finer and more balanced, with impressive Riesling
and superb Pinot Noir. He is gradually expanding his Pinot Noir holdings – seizing any opportunity when choice vineyards become available. In 2021 the estate converted to organic practice.
The Vintage

2020 was a relatively easy vintage. Budbreak was normal, and the harvest started in the middle
of September and finished without incident. Dry conditions meant there was little disease
pressure, and the only real challenge came from bees, which attacked the fruit, leaving the grapes
open to rot and oxidation - careful selection was needed to sort out any affected bunches. New
methods were adopted to facilitate this: as usual, the pickers were instructed to sort as much as
possible in the vineyards, but for the first time, the bunches were put onto trays to avoid bruising
them and to prevent oxidation and bacterial contamination of healthy grapes by damaged ones.
Small incremental steps like this make the wines purer.
The 2020s are ripe and forward, warmer than 2019, but with an immediate seductive appeal and
the stuffing and balance to last.

- Whites Chardonnay Rechtenbacher
Pfarrwingert 1. Lage [22 22]
13% abv
£90 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The first Chardonnay we have imported from Jülg, and
what a great start! The fruit is a smooth creamy yellow, ripe
and vibrant, with fresh lemony acidity and a long salty
stony finish. Drink 2023 - 2029
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PFALZ
Jülg Schweigen-Rechtenbach
- Reds 2020 Spätburgunder vom
Kalk [12 22]
13% abv
£60 | Case of 6 - 75cl

(Formerly labelled just Spätburgunder.) From vines around
Schweigen-Rechtenbach, half of them in France, the fruit
sourced from young vines or older ones in less favoured
sites. It’s hard to believe that this is entry-level. It is pure
and fresh, with ripe forward cherry and strawberry fruit,
fine tannins and a fresh finish. Drink 2023 - 2029

Spätburgunder Schweigen
Sonnenberg [19 22]
13% abv
£102 | Case of 6 - 75cl

From the original Sonnenberg vineyard in Germany, with
some fruit from France. There is more depth and density
here, but no sacrifice of elegance. The fruit is dark and rich
– morello cherry and blackberry mixed with a dash of spice
– and the tannins are fine and juicy. Drink 2023 - 2030

Spätburgunder
Sonnenberg Wormberg
1. Lage [23 22]
13% abv
£156 | Case of 6 - 75cl

From 25-year-old vines in Wormberg vineyard, across the
border in France. Adjacent to GG sites, this is a ‘near as
dammit’ vineyard – almost a GG without the price tag . It is
a complex, angular wine with a firm tannic structure framing very pure, juicy rich dark fruit with floral notes. A hint
of smoke, underscored by a persistent salty minerality leads
to a long fresh finish. Drink 2025 - 2032

Spätburgunder Kostert GG
[26 22]
13% abv
£216 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A half-hectare plot next to the Kammerberg was replanted
with French clones in 2015. Kostert has a high clay content,
and it is therefore a little surprising to see how delicate and
pure this wine is, the result, Johannes explained, of fermentation in open wooden cuves instead of stainless steel. The
red fruit is vibrant and pure, the tannins delicate and silky,
and the energetic finish is long and spicy. The Clos St.
Jacques to the Kammerberg’s Chambertin.
Drink 2025 - 2035

Spätburgunder Kammerberg
GG [27 22]
13% abv
£240 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Kammerberg is the estate’s best vineyard, on a steep
south-facing, limestone-rich slope overlooking Wissembourg. 2020 has produced a seamlessly elegant and very
juicy wine, densely woven and fine, with fresh spicy red
cherry fruit, powerful tannins and a smooth long saline finish. Drink 2025 - 2035
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PFALZ
Georg Mosbacher Forst

Sabine and Jürgen Mosbacher-Düringer
The Estate
Sabine Mosbacher and Jürgen Düringer are based in the heart of the best area of the Pfalz, and
the estate now comprises 21 hectares. Their wines are never showy, never rich nor heavy, but excel through finesse and elegance. They have now converted fully to organic viticulture, and all
harvesting is done by hand.
The Vintage
For the Mosbachers, 2021 is not an easy-drinking, forward vintage, especially at the upper levels,
but with patience it will turn out to be a great one. They faced the same challenges as other organic growers, but with their customary skill and precision were able to produce a decent crop of
perfectly ripe, cool and genuinely exciting wines. And while the Ortwein and 1. Lage wines can be
approached now, the GGs are best left for a while.

Kieselberg GG [41 22]
13% abv
£144 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The most accessible wine in the Mosbacher GG line-up, this
is fresh, vibrant and almost peachy, with ripe rounded fruit
and a powerful fragrant saline finish. Drink 2026 - 2035

Ungeheuer GG [44 22]
12.5% abv
£144 | Case of 6 - 75cl

There is something special about Ungeheuer that makes
you keep coming back, favouring it even over more highly
rated sites. Perhaps it’s the poise: powerful and rich, but
never weighty or aggressive; it is taut, and yet possesses a
relaxed grace; it’s profound yet effortless, and of course it is
very complex – the fruit is rounded, stony and spicy, the
acidity ripe but still pointed, and there is a persistent balanced finish. In short, it is a perfect expression of the
Mosbacher style: understated, elegant and precise.
Drink 2026 - 2035
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PFALZ
Georg Mosbacher Forst

Pechstein GG [43 22]
12.5% abv
£150 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Pechstein is always frictionless and dense, and this year the
fruit is clear-cut and juicy, but for now it is dominated by
powerful spicy mineral notes building insistently to a long
finish. Drink 2026 - 2035

Freundstück GG [42 22]
13% abv
£144 | Case of 6 - 75cl

No oak on this charming wine, elegant and pure, with sappy
mandarin and pithy grapefruit and a dense, finely woven
spicy finish. Very seductive. Drink 2026 - 2035

Jesuitengarten GG [45 21]
13% abv
£162 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Jesuitengarten is Forst’s grandest vineyard, and it is therefore no surprise that the wine is fine, silky and intense, with
lots of energy and power. The fruit is tightly wound, green
and citrus in character, requiring time to relax, and there is
a gentle long pure finish with a touch of the ethereal.
Drink 2026 - 2035

Langenmorgen GG [46 22]
13% abv
£156 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Multicoloured sandstone soils in the best part of the vineyard give a smooth, rounded wine tautened by salty spicy
flavours, finishing on a bright fresh lemony note.
Drink 2026 - 2035
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PFALZ
Rings Kallstadt - Organic

Andi & Steffen Rings
The Estate
Rings has an unusual story. Situated in the Pfalz’s most famous winemaking area, the Mittelhardt, it was a mixed farm until 2000, producing a little wine that was sold off in bulk. That year
Steffen Rings took over the estate and decided to focus entirely on wine. An ambitious growth
plan was hatched, the goal to net the best vineyards in the area. Over twenty years later, the
estate comprises almost forty hectares, including a fabulous range of grand cru sites. Along the
way, Steffen was joined by his brother Andi, fresh from a stint at Wagner-Stempel in Rheinhessen, and by their sister Simone.
The estate is divided equally between white and red, mostly Riesling and Pinot Noir. A vast new
carbon-neutral cuverie built into the hillside has enabled the brothers to work extremely precisely with their large volumes. The Pinot Noirs are made from mostly Burgundian clones planted
in 2005.
The brothers are obsessed with terroir, and make uncompromising, very dry wines of astonishing transparency and purity. They have been farming organically since 2012 and were invited to
join the prestigious VDP in 2015.
The Vintage
Whites
Like everywhere else in 2021, the crop is much smaller than normal, thanks to the cool conditions and the pressure of disease. A fine autumn yielded healthy ripe grapes with good freshness
and acidity, which have, in Andi’s opinion, produced the best whites in ten years. We obviously
don’t have a history of tasting these wines but were bowled over by the elegance and purity of
the 2020s and 2021s.
Reds
2020 was a stellar year for reds, producing ripe fruit that needed no chaptalisation to produce
moderate alcohol levels of around 13%. The healthy grapes permitted the use of whole cluster
fermentation, and a team of three pickers was detailed to focus on finding the most perfect
bunches to add to the fermentation vats. They made up 10% of the cuves across the board. Like
the whites, the reds are beautifully pure, clearly expressing each facet of their terroirs.
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PFALZ
Rings Kallstadt - Organic
- Whites Weilberg GG [29 22]
12.5% abv
£234 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Weilberg was a vineyard in Roman times, and one of the
first GGs to be classified. Iron-rich sandstone soils give a
spicy, energetic wine, beautifully intense, with a melting
middle full of citrus and red fruit – raspberry and redcurrants – and an elegant softness on the long stony finish.
Drink 2027 - 2039

Saumagen GG [27 22]
13% abv
£276 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The Saumagen vineyard forms an amphitheatre curving
south-east to pure south, gathering a greater concentration
of clay along the way. There is no residual sugar here, and
the wine is razor-sharp, yet there is a sweet roundness to
the dense knot of juicy citrus fruit, the dark saline minerality is frictionless and silky, and the finish lasts for minutes.
A great wine! Drink 2028 - 2042

Kreid [28 22]
13% abv
£408 | Case of 6 - 75cl

The poor limestone soils of the upper part of Saumagen are
not a GG site but produce the estate’s best wine. It is not
made every year, and even then only in tiny quantities, in
honour of Rings père, who died in 2019. The smallest, ripest berries are fermented separately, giving an intense, juicy
wine bursting with pure energy; the finish is stony and
hugely long. Drink 2028 - 2042
- Reds -

Spätburgunder [15 22]
12.5% abv
£78 | Case of 6 - 75cl

It’s all about red fruit here – fresh vibrant raspberry and
strawberry, brisk and elegant, balanced by sweet tannins
and a firm finish. Drink 2023 - 2028

Kallstadt Spätburgunder 'vom
Kalk' [16 22]
12.5% abv
£120 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Dare I say this is like a fine Volnay? I do! Floral perfumed
raspberry fruit fronts a wine of purity and complexity, with
a deep vein of smooth saline minerality, vibrant acidity and
a lovely fresh finish. Drink 2024 - 2029

Kallstadter Steinacker Spätburgunder 1. Lage [17 22]
12.5% abv
£198 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Steinacker means stone field. As the name implies, the soil
is thin and rocky here. There’s a bit more of everything: the
fruit – still vibrant raspberry – is riper and richer, there is
more energy, more density and a greater presence of tannins on the finish, yet it remains delicate, relaxed, fresh and
juicy, and the saline mineral core is positively silky.
Drink 2025 - 2030
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PFALZ
Rings Kallstadt - Organic
- Reds Saumagen Spätburgunder GG
[19 22]
13% abv
£276 | Case of 6 - 75cl

A pure, vibrant wine, densely woven and silky, full of fresh
raspberry, morello cherry and a hint of blackcurrant, with a
lean dark stony mineral streak and smooth fine tannins that
start gently and build in power as they drive the wine to a
long juicy finish. Drink 2025 - 2032

Felsenberg Spätburgunder GG
[20 22]
13% abv
£432 | Case of 6 - 75cl

Vines planted at a very high density – 20,000 per hectare –
on iron-rich limestone soils – give a tiny yield of less than
10 hectolitres per hectare. So it’s no surprise that the wine
is intense, but there is no trace of weight: it is racy, pure
and forward, full of raspberry, sour cherry and a hint of
blackcurrant, meltingly fine lean tannins, a hint of spice,
and a long velvet-smooth finish. Drink 2025 - 2032
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Terms and Conditions
The prices in our offer are valid until October 2022. Please let us know your requests
by the 16th September 2022.
As usual, we give priority to customers who
support us every year and across the board.
Prices are in bond London.
Unless otherwise marked, wines are packed
in:
6-BOTTLE CASES (750ml)
12-BOTTLE CASES (375ml)
3-BOTTLE CASES (1500ml)
Unless otherwise marked, wines are offered
by the case only, but some single bottles are
available.
If your shipping address differs from your
invoicing address, please let us know when
placing your order.

How to buy
Phone
Please give us a call on 020 8748 2608 to
place an order or for any advice.
Email
Orders can be emailed to
info@howardripley.com.
For advice, please email:
Sebastian Thomas
sebastian.thomas@howardripley.com
Peter Newton
peter.newton@howardripley.com
Website
The wines are available on
www.howardripley.com.

We will begin the allocations on the 16th
September 2022; any orders received after
this will be considered after the allocation
process.
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